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FROM THE EDITOR
The ESF Newsletters will be published every
four weeks and will contain a wide range of
information about softball in Europe.
If you want to publish an article, message or
announcement on a softball topic in the Newsletter (on events, rules, equipment or anything
else), please send your copy (in Word),
preferably accompanied by pictures, to:
info@europeansoftball.org.
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ESF Newsletters will contain information about softball
events and activities of the ESF. The information is
not advice, and should not be treated as such. If you
want to unsubscribe from this Newsletter, please send
an e-mail with the subject heading “Unsubscribe” to:
info@europeansoftball.org.
This Newsletter is published under the responsibility of the
Executive Board of the European Softball Federation.
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FROM THE ESF BOARD DESK

No Games, No Glory ?
In February 2013, the International Olympic Committee Executive decided to drop
wrestling from the program of the Olympic Games. In May, following protests from
many countries, based largely on the fact that wrestling was a sport that went all
the way back to the Olympics of Ancient Greece, wrestling was put back on the list
of sports to be considered for inclusion in the 2020 Games, and in
fact was put on the shortlist of three sports – baseball/softball,
squash and wrestling – that was voted on by the IOC Congress
on September 8.
This was in stark contrast to the situation in 2005, when baseball and softball were dropped from the program and applied for
reinstatement six months laterThe vote to reconsider our sports at
that time was a resounding “no”.
Although the vote of the IOC did not go in our favor, and although we all supported our collective decisions from Oklahoma City and Houston which bound us together with our sister sport Baseball for the future of our sports and disciplines,
the objective still is the same. Build our sport to be what the IOC and the Olympics
will want amongst the other sports in the future.
The campaign for our return to the Olympic program has been conducted with
great enthusiasm and with much effort. Professional Leagues rallied behind the
campaign.The facts and figures were waterproof. Unfortunately, it did not help.
We did not fail in our bid, we are what the Olympic values require, a sport for all ,
a sport with an identity that every child in the world can play regardless of age,
anatomy or gender, a sport that allows us to dream.
So now is the time, to gather around home plate , in the dugout, in the clubhouse, to rebuild, regenerate all our energy in building our Sport into what we all
Dream about. It is time, to make the change , to progress to look beyond the fences and see our future from the little boys and girls to the men and the women in
all our disciplines.
Although there are sounds of hope coming out of Buenos Aires as to Tokyo
requesting our sports presence , we should realize that this is not the end, this is
just the beginning of a new era and generation which will move us forward , for
now, without the Olympics, but with a dream of becoming one of the most popular
sports in the World.
Babe Ruth said "The way a team plays as a whole determines its success.
You may have the greatest bunch of individual stars in the world, but if they
don’t play together, the club won’t be worth a dime."

It is time to play together and make dreams come true.
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SUCCESSFUL SUMMER FOR ESF TOURNAMENTS
By Gabriel Waage
ESF Tournaments Commissioner
Gabriël Waage
ESF Vice President
Tournaments
Commissioner

The ESF tournament season for 2013 finished at the conclusion of the Men's
Super Cup in Italy at the end of August.
In total, nine ESF tournaments were played in 2013: four in the Czech Republic, three in Italy and one each in Denmark and Bulgaria.
In total, 93 teams participated across the nine events.
I want to thank all the organizers who hosted ESF events in
2013 and did an
excellent job.

Tournament Summaries
Here is a brief rundown on how the different ESF tournaments went:
The major event of the summer was the European Women's
Championship (EChW) that was held in Prague from July 7-13.
ESF President André van Overbeek has already mentioned the success of this event in the previous ESF Newsletter. The tournament
had excellent media coverage by Czech National TV and on the internet. Every
evening, a very large number of spectators found the way into the bleachers and
those who couldn't get a seat were lined up along the fences, making it a real celebration of softball. The Dutch confirmed their current domination in Europe and
gained their third European title in the row.
Twelve teams participated at the European Cadette Girls' Championship
(EChCG) in Ostrava from August 5-10, the largest number of teams we have had
over the seven times the tournament has been held. Russia, the only country to
gain a medal from all of the previous Cadette Championships, took home the gold
on this occasion.
EChCG 2013 Ostrava - A few impressions
Sportfotografie Dirk Steffen
dirksteffen.zenfolio.com
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Stenlose, Denmark successfully hosted the European Junior Boys' Championship (EChJB) for the first time from July 8-13. Five teams played for places at the
World Junior Championship in 2014. The Czechs dominated the tournament and
went undefeated in winning the title. Croatia confirmed its improvement in men’s
fastpitch and, by taking the bronze medal, qualified for the Worlds along with the
Czechs and Denmark.
Great Britain won its ninth consecutive title at the European Coed Slowpitch
Championship (EChCS) in Pardubice from August 17-20. No one else has ever
won this event, but Slovenia is closer and closer!
►►►
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Medals Table
In total, 10 sets of medals were
given to 12 countries over the
course of this summer's ESF tournaments. The table below shows the
success of each of the national federations that won at least one medal.

Collechio, near Parma in Italy, is now the permanent home for the European Massimo Romeo Youth Trophy (EMRYT), designed to give Europe's younger players
at Under-13 age level competitive experience. The tournament, which is open to
more than one team per country, was played for second time in Collechio from
August 14-17. A very friendly atmosphere prevailed during the tournament, which
is the most important thing, but the top four teams also played high-level softball.
The ESF would like to see more participants at this tournament and will promote it
more strongly to federations.
The Eagles from the Czech Republic gained a historic first medal for the country at
the most prestigious club event – the European Women's A Pool Cup (ECWA),
played from August 19-24 in Prague. And not just a medal, but a gold medal. This
tournament has been dominated by Italian and Dutch teams since 1978 (with the
sole exception of 2009, when Sharx from Austria won), so it was quite a feat for the
Eagles to gain the title of European Cup Champions.
Softball first came to Dupnitsa, Bulgaria in 2008 and the town has hosted an ESF
tournament almost every year since. The facilities at Dupnitsa have gotten better
step by step, from practically nothing to the excellent complex and infrastructure
that is now in place, almost ready to host major events. This year, Dupnitsa was
the site for the European Women's B Pool Cup (ECWB), and there was a firstever European Cup win here as well, for the British team London Angels.

We'll looking forward to seeing you
at the fields in 2014 for all of the
ESF tournaments – and for the ISF
Women's World Championship,
which will be played in Europe for
the very first time!
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The European Women's Cup Winners Cup (ECWCW) was played in Montegranaro, Italy from August 19-24. A and B pool teams played together in the competition after a lack of numbers in recent years and this was a good decision.
Previous B pool teams faced stronger opposition and those games helped them,
while results were reasonably close. So this format will be carried forward on a
permanent basis. The only real problem at this tournament was lost balls!
Finally, the Men's Super Cup (ESCM) from August 26-31 was played in Italy to
showcase men’s fastpitch on a high level and promote this format to the Italians –
a goal that was 100% achieved. The tournament was played in three different
locations, with a great deal of interest from spectators, local authorities and the
Italian Federation (FIBS). And the enthusiasm and effort of the organizers was
crowned with success, as the Italian team Lupi Roma won the event and brought a
first men's fastpitch title to the country.

We'll looking forward to seeing you at the fields in 2014 for all of the ESF tournaments – and for the ISF Women's World Championship, which will be played in
Europe for the very first time!
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Hot News about the Women's Softball
World Championship 2014
The United States, Canada, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, the Czech
Republic, Italy, Puerto Rico, presumably Chinese Taipei, Japan and China
plus Australia, New Zealand, Russia, the Netherlands
and two African countries including South Africa.

Peter van der Aart
President Organization
Committe WC 2014

Behold the scenario for an exceptional ten days of top
fastpitch softball during the Women's World Championship
in Haarlem, Netherlands next year!
The 14th ISF Women's World Championship, the first
ever to take place in Europe, will be held from 15-24
August 2014. It will be a great opportunity for fans from
around the world to see great players and great matches up close -- and
perhaps to see and experience a bit of the Netherlands as well.
The organization of the World Championships is in full swing. Many participating countries have agreed to come during the week prior to the tournament to
the Netherlands, Italy or the Czech Republic to have their training
camp and play exhibition games against European national or
club teams.
More information on this will follow as soon as possible.
If there are other countries, venues or clubs that want to
host a training camp for World Championship teams, they
should contact: info@wcsoftball2014.com.

Come to the Netherlands
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What could be better than to enjoy softball at the highest level in
the world and have a pleasant stay in the Netherlands at the same time?
There is so much to see and do! The organization is working hard on ideas for
fans to combine a unique sporting experience with a unique holiday experience.
If you would like to be kept informed about what's on offer, email your contact
details to: info@wcsoftball2014.com.
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Groups
Attractive prices for accommodation and tickets will be available, especially for
groups of 15 people or more. The longer your stay, the more attractive the
rates will be. Are you interested? If so, email your contact details to:
info@wcsoftball2014.com. We will keep you informed about the possibilities.

Compact games
Coming to the Netherlands? Please do bring your bike! All accommodation offered by the organization (including camping) will be within cycling distance of
the softball park. Or, bikes will be available for rent per day. Next time, we will
provide more information about campsites and hotels. But if you want some
specific information, please email: info@wcsoftball2014.com
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SOFTBALL IN
THE PRESS...
here you find attached the
Parma Newspaper "Gazzetta di
Parma"page dedicated to
2nd EMRYT.
Unfortunately is in Italian but we
hope that you'll be pleased to
save it as a tournament souvenir
.
Sincerely
Collecchio Baseball Softball Club
Titto
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